Abstract
Laws are the norms that govern all human actions that can be done and should not be carried out both written and unwritten and have sanctions, so that the entry into force of these rules can be forced or coercive and binding for all the people of Indonesia. The most obvious form of manifestation of legal sanctions appear in criminal law. In criminal law there are various forms of crimes and violations, one of the crimes listed in the criminal law, namely the crime of Human Trafficking is often perpetrated against women and children. Human Trafficking is any act of trafficking offenders that contains one or more acts, the recruitment, transportation between regions and countries, alienation, departure, reception. With the threat of the use of verbal and physical abuse, abduction, fraud, deception, abuse of a position of vulnerability, example when a person has no other choice, isolated, drug dependence, forest traps, and others, giving or receiving of payments or benefits women and children used for the purpose of prostitution and sexual exploitation. These crimes often involving women and children into slavery. Trafficking in persons is a modern form of human slavery and is one of the worst forms of violation of human dignity (Public Company Act No. 21 of 2007, on the Eradication of Trafficking in Persons). Crime human trafficking crime has been agreed by the international community as a form of human rights violation.
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trafficking on human beings, khususnya women and children who are FINALLY known as the "Palermo Protocols". Palermo Protocols that ditetapkan on 15 November 2000 and entered into force on 25 December 2003, constitute a binding legal instrument or agreement that menciptakan or menyetujuiannya. According to Article 3 letter a, Palermo Protocol, trafficking in persons is defined as the recruitment, delivery to a place, pemindahgan, or receipt through threat or coercion by force or by another force, abduction, fraud, abuse, selling or leasing action for certain profit or payment for the purpose of exploitation. Exploitation referred to in the Palermo Protocol is home to at least, include melalui exploitation of prostitution, through other forms of sexual exploitation through forced labor or service force, through slavery, through practices similar to slavery, through the removal of organs.

Crime of Trafficking in Persons (TPPO) under Article 1 paragraph 2 UUPTPPO, understood as any action or series of actions that meet the elements of offenses in UUPTPPO. In more detail Article 2 (1) UUPTPPO defines TPPO as follows: "Any person doing the recruitment, transportation, storage, transportation, transfer or receipt of persons by threat of violence, abduction, confinement, forgery, deception for the purpose of exploiting that person in wilayan the Republic of Indonesia, shall be punished with imprisonment of minimum 3 (three) years and a maximum of 15 (Fifteen) years and fined at least Rp. 120,000,000.00 (one hundred and twenty million rupiah) and Rp. 600,000,000.00 (six hundred million rupiah).

Based on the understanding TPPO as contained in Article 2 (1) UUPTPPO, then there are four elements that are present in a TPPOnamely: First, ACTORS element that is an individual, a corporation, an organized group. Second, Elements of Process / Action. Urutan conduct or events that occur naturally, or designed, include: recruitment, transportation, storage, transportation, transfer or receipt of persons by threat of violence, abduction, confinement, forgery and fraud. Fourth, the Element Purpose / Effect. Something nantinya will be achieved and will be realized as a result of the perpetrator's actions TPPO which includes the exploitation of people or lead to people being exploited as mandated in Article 1 paragraph 1, Article 2 paragraph (1) and Article 2 (2) UUPTPPO. In this case as for the setting of sanctions ditetukan Ataun stipulated in Article 2 (1) and Article 2 (2), UUPTPPO also formulated several offenses categorized as TPPO especially against children in Article 5, which states "Every person doing adoptions by promising something or give something for the purpose of exploitation shall be punished drngan term of imprisonment of 3 (three) years and a maximum of 15 (fifteen) years and fined at least Rp. 120,000,000.00 (one hundred and twenty million rupiah) and Rp. 600,000,000 (six hundred million rupiah). And Article 17 which states "Every criminal act referred to in Article 2, Article 3 and Article 4 committed against children by threats pidanannya plus 1/3 (one third). Or in other words shall be punished with imprisonment for a minimum of 4 (four) years and a maximum of 20 (twenty) years and fined at least Rp.160.000.000,00 (one hundred sixty million rupiah) and Rp. 800.000.00,00 (eight hundred million rupiah).

---

2 Criminal act of people-trafficking
How the application of the law against Child Trafficking cases in Medan?

Children are the objects that are extremely vulnerable to trafficking, trafficking of children is done in the form of an organized crime network and disorganized, both in scope in the country and within the scope of a wider, between countries. After trading the independence of his life will be restrained even various acts arbitrarily done to him. Humans who have bought no less enslaved by pembelinya.Jika until it does, then there is no more respect for the rights of asasinya.Berbagai kinds of trickery, the perpetrators tried to deceive their victims, with promises, imingiming lucrative hypnotized victim to follow the wishes and plans of the evil of the perpetrators. This mode is the same as occurred in the trafficking of children, the average child trafficking victims were deceived and hypnotized by the lure of the promised actors, coupled with limited employment opportunities continue growing economy needs. Trafficking in children can be with or without the use of coercion, violence or falsification because children are not able to give consent to the exploitation of the self mereka.Anak children trafficked for sexual exploitation, labor, transplant or displacements of organs and illegal adoption, but all child victims of trafficking have been made highly vulnerable to sexual violence and exploitation because they are removed from the support structures are already known as their families and communities.

State, Government, Local Government, Communities, Families and Parents are obliged to provide protection and ensure the fulfillment of Children's rights in accordance with the duties and responsibilities. Protection of Children conducted so far has not provided a guarantee for Children to get treatment and opportunity in accordance with the needs in many areas of life, so that in carrying out efforts to protect the Rights of the Child by the Government should be based on the principles of human rights, namely the respect, fulfillment and protection on the Rights of the Child.

The Child Trafficking cases that occurred in the field, namely:

The chronology of the case

NRH initials Terdawa jointly or acting on their own with initials Ijh (separate case file) on Thursday, November 13, 2008 approximately 22:45 pm, or at least at any other time in November 2008 at Jl. PTB Block A ME municipality of Medan, told to do, or participating in the recruitment, transportation, storage, transportation, transfer or receipt of persons by means of violence, abduction, confinement, fraud, deception, abuse of power or position of vulnerability, assignment of debt or provide payment, or benefits despite obtaining consent of a person having control over another person for the purpose of exploiting that person in the territory of the Republic of Indonesia. Victims are CB (13 years), Nh (15 years) and Si (19 years), by the way / excuse for employing people / daughter as an employee of the cafe and then raked into personal fortunes by having people / girls serve the sexual appetite for men masher. NRH promising jobs as waiters or waitresses cafe with a salary of Rp.5.000.000.- (five million rupiah), for 1 week, HB and his friends, tempted by the salaries. But it had promised job does not comply with the agreement, HB and his friends employed as a servant in exchange for sex with Rp.200.000.- (Two hundred thousand rupiah) for the first time serve male philanderer. On 10 November 2008, Initials Si came to see the accused requested that his sister called the CB and Nh and Si itself'm finding jobs, by the defendant (NRH and
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Ijh) (separate case file). Until there CB, Nh and SS handed over to Ijh, then taken to a barrack 3, room # 3 in the order of room cashier managed by Ijh. Ijh also manages Cafe, Bar and some employees kamaruntuk there are four (4) respective JV each CB, Nh and SS are there to serve and entertain guests who come for drinks at the barracks 3, with sermons system that gratuities amounting 200,000, (two hundred thousand) s/d Rp. 500.000, (five hundred thousand rupiah) serve man once given the guests left to Ijh and Ijh pay each Rp.1,000,000, (one million rupiah per month). And Ijah say if you want to get a lot of tips, if you were invited to sleep, to sexual intercourse. HB and friends have ever had sex get paid Rp.200,000. (Two hundred thousand rupiah). That to live in the barracks wearing Rp. 150,000 (One hundred and fifty thousand rupiah) for the cost of eating in one week, and 20,000. (twenty thousand rupiah) for the cost of the room when used together with guest bed. During the work there, the witness was no permission from parents.

**Indictment**

After a full dossier prepared by the investigator assigned to the Public Prosecutor NRH detained under a warrant / determination of detention:


f. Determination of detention Deputy Chairman of the Medan District Court dated March 18, 2009 963 / Pen / Pid / 2009 / PN Medan.

Since April 10th 2009 s/d June 8, 2009. NRH was charged guilty of the crime of "doing the recruitment, transportation for the purpose of exploiting that person in the territory of the Republic of Indonesia. As was charged with violating Article 2 of Republic Act # 21 of 2007 on the Eradication of People, in conjunction with Article 55 (1) to 1 of the Criminal Code on charges of first NRH with imprisonment for 6 (six) years in prison and a fine Rp.120,000,000. (One hundred and twenty million rupiah) subsidiary 3 (three) months in prison and court fees Rp.1000.-

Legal fact is what causes a child committing an offense because of economic factors, persuasion from adults and the effect of HB neighborhood is not good for mental growth.

At the hearing to three after the examination and the witness HB, then read out the charges, after the judges read the verdict demands are at the core of Judge's decision together with the prosecutor demands imprisonment for 6 (six) years imprisonment and a fine Rp.120,000,000. (One hundred and twenty million rupiah) subsidiary 3 months in prison and court fees Rp.1,000.- (one thousand rupiah)
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So it can be concluded for sanctions or application of the law to do in this case is based on As was charged with violating Article 2 of Republic Act # 21 of 2007 on the Eradication of People, in conjunction with Article 55 (1) to 1 of the Criminal Code on the criminal charges I NRH imprisonment for 6 (six) years in prison and a fine Rp.120.000.000.- (One hundred and twenty million rupiah) subsidiary 3 (three) months in prison and court fees Rp.1000.-

Conclusion
Based on the foregoing, the author can provide the following conclusions:
1) Perdangangan caused by an entire people consisting of a variety of conditions and issues vary. Included in it is poverty, laziness, the economic crisis, early marriage, lack of education, poor law enforcement, and the lack of employment opportunities.
2) Trafficking in persons, especially in cases of Child Trafficking has been a lot going on with using children for profit and it is so contrary to human rights, because every child is entitled to receive protection from economic exploitation and any work that harm him, so that it can interfere with education, physical violence, moral, moral life, social life and mental spiritual

Suggestions
1) Should have been issued a law regulating child trafficking are more specifically related to child protection.
2) Should government officials of (the officials) including Police hold extra coordination among all regional leaders to address the problem of child trafficking so much to prevention (protection against the nation) in order to avoid child trafficking.
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